
The Operations Workstream works 

side by side with other workstreams to 

increase efficiency and help progress 

deployment and testing processes 

while still verifying and maintaining the 

reliability, health, and full functionality 

of all provided services.

Proposal to fund the Operations 
Workstream has passed

Centralized ShapeShift has been 

attending and sponsoring ETHDenver 

for the last 5 years. Now as a 

decentralized DAO, ShapeShift is 

ecstatic to continue this sponsorship 

theme through our roots at 

ETHDenver. Through attending 

ETHDenver, ShapeShift DAO is 

supporting another DAO; with the 

genesis of Spork DAO in June 2021.

ShapeShift is at ETHDenver 
this week!

Based on the successful performance 

of the TMDC during the trial period, 

this proposal is for the DAO to 

authorize the continuance of the TMDC 

from 17 Feb 2022 on an indefinite 

basis with the proposed amendments 

to its mandate, based on the lessons 

observed during the trial period.

TMDC Committee to continue 
past 16 February 2022
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incentivization layer. This means that 

contributors are rewarded in FOX, 

our governance token, and become 

owners of the very platform they are 

helping to build.


Ready to dive in? Here are some 

helpful links below.


The Engineering Workstream is an 

integral part of the ShapeShift DAO. 

Our mission is to build an open-

source, community-owned, free-to-

use interface in the DeFi universe. We 

are looking for contributors to join us 

on this journey and get involved in 

our growing community of open-

source developers.

The ShapeShift DAO has many flavors 

of bounties, but most of our 

engineering bounties are small 

features, improvements, or bug fixes 

that can be made in a single Pull 

Request by a contributor. These 

bounties are attached to issues in 

Github and we use Gitcoin as an 

ENGINEERING BOUNTIES

Funding this workstream empowers Operations to continue to scale the team, complete the proposed goals through the 

developed procedures and processes, and organize and provide updates, resources, communication, coordination, 

documentation and any other need that may arise from other workstreams, the DAO Community, and its processes.


Read more...

Congratulations to the Operations 

workstream on the passing of this 

proposal and gaining 4.28M votes in 

favour. The Operations workstream is 

an integral part of the growth and 

development of healthy systems for 

reliability producing and maintaining 

the ShapeShift product suite and its 

uptime, responsiveness and feature 

functionality. The workstream 

additionally provides similar support 

and structure to the DAO and its 

ecosystem and networks.

Proposal to fund the Operations 
Workstream has passed

decision processes. During this time, the TMDC committee members will be compensated and will adopt a six-month renewal 

cycle, striving to finish the term with $4M in new stablecoins.


The FOX treasury is now streaming approximately $44,000 USDC per day into the treasury as a benefit of the TMDC work. This is 

a substantial gain and we are optimistic that the community will place their trust in TMDC by voting in favour of this proposal. 

See the full proposal and cast your vote below.


Read more...

The Treasury Management and 

Diversification Committee (TMDC) 

was established on a trial basis. 

Based on the successful 

performance of the TMDC during the 

trial period, this proposal has been 

put up to continue the TMDC from 

17 February 2022 onwards, for an 

indefinite period of time.


Subject to this proposal passing, 

TMDC will continue to manage the 

treasury for the long term benefit of 

the DAO to seize opportunities and 

mitigate risks by using measured 

TMDC Committee to continue past 16 February

bounties for the hackathon; making a stand alongside SporkDAO in supporting the growth and development of web3 builders. In 

previous ETHDenver events, this hackathon incubated some of the top web3 utility projects such as Giveth.io and 1x.ag — for 

further information, .
visit this link

Read more...


The 2022 ETHDenver is the second 

official congregation of SporkDAO 

(formerly ETHDenver). What makes 

this event special is the participation 

of the ShapeShift DAO and other 

DAOs that formed this past year who 

did not participate in MCON in 

November 2021. ETHDenver is one 

example of the growing DAO-to-DAO 

participation and collaboration within 

the crypto space.


As an ETHDenver Meta sponsor, 

ShapeShit is giving away $15,000 in 

ShapeShift is at ETHDenver this week!
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Let’s DAO It!
“Best Day Ever!”

https://www.facebook.com/ShapeShiftPlatform
https://www.facebook.com/ShapeShiftPlatform
https://www.instagram.com/shapeshift_io/
https://www.instagram.com/shapeshift_io/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/shapeshiftplatform/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/shapeshiftplatform/
http://twitter.com/shapeShift_io/
http://twitter.com/shapeShift_io/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrZ2Ml63kLwZJ6amqoGaZeQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrZ2Ml63kLwZJ6amqoGaZeQ
https://discord.gg/shapeshift
https://gitcoin.co/explorer?bounty_filter=createdByMe&network=mainnet&applicants=ALL&keywords=shapeshift&order_by=-web3_created
https://app.boardroom.info/shapeshift/proposal/cHJvcG9zYWw6c2hhcGVzaGlmdDpkZWZhdWx0OnFtcjVrMTE5Nm5iNmFrc2h4dGd6a2QxZmp2ejF3d2Z1dDlhcGdoa3oxcGZ4ZGg=
https://app.boardroom.info/shapeshift/proposal/cHJvcG9zYWw6c2hhcGVzaGlmdDpkZWZhdWx0OnFtY2hzZHFiY2JoeWJ3cWg4bGJyeHdkaWt0aHNwcGdodTdxczlxcmFtZHZia3A=
https://medium.com/ethdenver/the-ethdenver-2020-finalists-buffidao-bounty-winners-627fd1b2427a
https://medium.com/@ShapeShift.com/shapeshift-at-ethdenver-5352460a1f53

